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ABSTRACT: 

Unsuccessful stock results in discouraged customers and a significant investment in more delayed deals and 

distribution facilities. Proposed work has eliminated paperwork, human errors, manual delays, and slow 

processes. This stock management system can track sales and available inventory, letting a shop know how 

much to replenish and when to do so. 

With distributed computing, tasks can be delegated to a combination of software and administrations across 

an enterprise. The cloud is this network of servers. Distributed computing can help businesses transform 

their static server foundations into dynamic ones that can expand and contract in response to client demands. 

A powerful distributed computing stage individually configures, designs, reconfigures, and deprovisions 

servers. cloud-based servers can be actual machines or virtual machines. 

INTRODUCTION: 

An inventory is a process of accounting for relevant objects or entities that would be helpful to certain 

database of people. These corporations have a hard time managing the inventory for a many of the items in 

stock. With the advent of the internet, various platforms have emerged that have provided people to 

supervise the inventory. The internet has made it easy for companies to oversee stock and understand the 

inventory in a better light, the use of such enhanced ideas has made the concept of inventory management 

more cost-effective and user-friendly. This paper “Stock administration framework utilizing AWS” provides 

such a platform and saves companies the struggle of learning the particulars of the stock and inventory in 

depth while furnishing them with enough information to be able to steer themselves through it without much 

difficulty. This paper aims to provide a mediator management tool to inspect stock information. Knowing 

that no stock can be managed in an error-free way, this paper provides a dashboard for people to view their 

stock, how much they have and an inventory editor to update the stock based on the requirements of an 

individual. The paper intends to respond to the customers need using a website furnished by AWS services. 

Each of these service plays a significant role in upholding the working of the inventory and how it interacts 

with the individual’s need of stock. The concept of managing the stock physically has become such a 

lethargic act. 
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EXISITING SYSTEM: 

Inventory management has become complex, encompassing several techniques and strategies. Some of the 

existing ways to achieve this is: 

Just-in-time inventory management: is a technique within which corporations receive inventory on as-

needed basis rather than ordering an excessive amount of and risking dead stock. 

Safety stock inventory: is additional inventory that is ordered and saved for use in the event that the business 

does not have enough to replenish. This aids in the prevention of stock-outs, which are typically brought on 

by erroneous forecasting or unforeseen shifts in customer demand. 

FIFO and LIFO: These are ways to figure out how much something costs. In order to keep inventory fresh, 

FIFO, or first-in, first-out, assumes that the older inventory is sold first. To avoid bad inventory, LIFO, or 

last-in, first-out, assumes that the newest inventory is typically sold first. 

Reorder point formula: The reorder point formula calculates the minimal quantum of stock a business should 

have before reordering. A reorder point is generally advanced than a safety stock number to factor in 

supereminent time. 

Batch tracking: is a satisfactory control method wherein users can team and reveal similar goods to song 

stock expiration or trace faulty items lower back to their original batch. 

Demand forecasting: is based on chronicled deals information to estimate client request. Basically, it is an 

appraise of the products and administrations a company anticipates clients to buy within the future. 

 

RELATED WORK: 

The authors Utkarsha Mendhe, et al [1] suggest that a good inventory tracking is all about gauging the time 

of depletion of the stock or what stock to order. According to the authors, using a manual tag system that 

can be updated daily, weekly, or even monthly, retailers keep track of their inventory. Price tags are removed 

from a product at the point of sale in a manual tag system. You then cross-check the tags against physical 

inventory to figure out what you have sold. In this paper, the key elements to achieve the balance of a good 

tracking and inventory, translate to the usage of back up inventory, generation of bill and an alert notification 

in case of any change in the existing inventory. 

The authors Harini Aru, et al [2] proposes a web-based system to handle stock. Based on the paper, a 

powerful administration of stock aids in diminishing costs which further holds records and funds under 

control. This helps achieve a good client-based environment. Apart from the usual bill generation, this paper 

highlights a crucial segment that being, the assignment of different login steps for various roles: company 

or individual. In the paper, the importance of a web-based coordination is showcased. Also, there is an 

option of viewing the entire process through a server run application. These scenarios make the management 

of the stock more interactive for the clients. 

The authors Jatin Jangid, et al [3] imply the necessity of an advanced software and the need to automate 

every aspect. It is a fact that handling the stock is very hard manually. It is a tedious task to analyse and 

understand the utilization of stock and its effect on inventory. This paper describes the system that is 

efficient and systematic, it includes various forms of attributes such as: creating login id’s, add stock, edit 
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stock, remove stock, manage employee, add employee or remove employee. The paper exhibits the usage 

of database i.e., MySQL to handle the customers details and authorize an individual. The main aim of the 

project mentioned in the paper is, increases in the workflow of the store, user friendly interface, will provide 

a user friend experience to the store employee. From the paper it is clear to us that the integration of a 

manual idea to the currently developing scenario of the advancing world is crucial for the making of a well-

developed project. 

The authors Pratap Chandra kumar, et al [4], explain in their paper about the inventory n detail. The base of 

the paper is how to collect data, both secondary and primary. It also describes how to analyse the inventory 

management of this company, to analyse the entire activities of the department of stores and purchases and 

to recommend the best method for the business to improve inventory control. Basically, this paper sheds 

light on the concept of inventory in general. 

The authors Varalakshmi G, et al [5], this paper was inspired from the billing report scenario to create an 

invoice. The purpose of the invoice is to organize the data in a single table structure. For the owner of this 

business, a single view page design encompasses all of the inventive elements. That view must be 

maintained in all stock sections for it to be refreshed on a regular basis. This invoice is viewed and allows 

the company to navigate their sales in the next following months using the pattern of purchase generated 

through the previous orders. The makers where motivated to make inventory more accurate by removing 

any reason of a disparity. Safety stock inventory, FIFO, LIFO are the methods used in this research. Apart 

from only invoice, there is also a monthly, weekly and daily report analysis included in the report generator. 

This reporting tool helps gain knowledge on why certain stock is depleting more quickly, while some remain 

stagnant. 

 

PROPOSED SYSTEM: 

The system consists of the following modules: 

       

AWS services: The system to be working in real time initially all the services must be made running and 

necessary changes are done on each of these services to actually enable them to integrate with the other 

parts of the website. Some of these services are DynamoDB i.e. used for creation of tables and help act as a 

database. 

HTML pages: based on the requirement of our system we created Registration page, Login page, Dashboard 

page to display the inventory and option to Add stock, Delete stock and Update Stock page. Each of these 
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web pages are linked to one another and to the necessary services to enable the working prospect of the 

website. 

Flash Application: using python flask application as backend to merge the services with webpages.  

Docker: It is an open platform for app development, deployment, and operation. Docker lets you quickly 

deliver software by separating your applications from your infrastructure. You can manage your 

infrastructure just like you manage your applications with Docker. In this scenario, we utilize docker to pull 

our project from the git-hub link provided. All the files related to the existing system are pulled from docker 

and then run on the EC2 instance generated via command prompt. 

 

IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS: 

For the working of the project, we make use of the following AWS services: 

EC2: represents Amazon Versatile Register Cloud is a piece of Amazon's distributed computing stage. It is 

essential for Amazon Web Administrations; it permits clients to lease virtual PCs to run their own PC 

applications. 

Elements of Amazon EC2: 

● Virtual processing conditions, known as cases 

● Your cases are limited by various processor, memory, stockpiling, and systems administration designs, or 

occasion types. 

● Secure login data for your examples utilizing key match. 

DynamoDB: is an Amazon Web Administrations information base framework that upholds information 

structures and key valued cloud administrations. It permits clients the advantage of auto-scaling, in-memory 

reserving, reinforcement and re-establish choices for all their web scale applications utilizing DynamoDB. 

As a component of Amazon.com's portfolio of Amazon Web Administrations, Amazon DynamoDB is a 

completely overseen exclusive NoSQL information base support that supports key-worth and record 

information structures. DynamoDB permits clients to make information bases equipped for putting away 

and recovering any measure of data, amount of traffic. 

Lambda: Clients of AWS Lambda make capabilities, independent applications written in one of the 

supported languages and runtimes, and move them to AWS Lambda, which efficiently and adaptably 

executes those capabilities. The Lambda capabilities can play out any sort of registering task, from serving 

website pages and handling floods of information to calling APIs and incorporating with other AWS 

administration. 

AWS Lambda is a fully supervised management that handles all the basics. So "serverless" does not mean 

that there are no servers involved. It simply means that the servers, workspaces, organizational layers, and 

other foundations have been pre-addressed so you can focus on building your application code. 

API gateway: Soothing APIs and WebSocket APIs, which enable applications that enable continuous two-

way correspondence, can be created with the help of API gateway. Web applications, containerized and 

serverless tasks, and programming interface Door are supported. Programming interface Passage takes care 
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of all of the tasks that come with handling up to a lot of simultaneous programming interface calls. These 

tasks include traffic the board, approval and access control, choking, checking, and programming interface 

rendition of the executives. The programming interface Entryway does not have any initial costs or base 

costs. 

SNS Service: Since 2010, Amazon Web Services has included a notification service called Amazon Simple 

Notification Service. It offers a cheap infrastructure for the widespread distribution of communications, 

mostly to mobile users. Amazon Simple Notification Service (Amazon SNS) is a messaging service with 

full management for application-to-application (A2A) and application-to-person (A2P) communication. 

You may reach a large number of users with messages by using SMS, mobile push, and email thanks to 

A2P capability. 
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There is a two-way link between all the services this is because all the services either show data or use it in 

some other way with another service. For example: the data is stored in the DynamoDB tables using the 

help of lambda code and API gateway. The notifications alerts are mostly used in case of no stock available. 

Using the ec2 instance the all the components of the service are linked together, we make use of the 8080 

ports. 

We also generate lambda codes and corresponding API Gateways based upon on the requirements. Also, 

python flask code is written to integrate the frontend and backend. Html and CSS pages are written, in this 

case we have written login, registration, dashboard and inventory. 

For the app to actually work we must generate ec2 instance and using docker pull our program codes so that 

we can channelize them and obtain the output. The ec2 instance is deployed by using the docker image that 

we pull.  

Code used for pulling and running the docker image are: 

•sudo docker pull docker_image_name 

•sudo docker run ~p 8080:8080 docker_image_name 

 

FUTURE SCOPE: 

Effective organizations will see stock as an essential resource, instead of a disturbing cost or an evil to be 

endured. Quick organizations will see that an excess of stock is squander, however that stock, sent in the 

perfect amounts at the ideal time perfectly located, can give significant advantage to organizations and 

improve upper hand. The production network idea has been empowering experts for a really long time to 

thump down the walls of correspondence. Visionary organizations will see that there is much more work to 

do to embrace this ethic completely. 

 It is exclusively by taking a framework broad perspective of stock venture that experts can expect to 

upgrade its organization. At each phase of creation, from natural substances to completed purchaser 

merchandise, and at all transportation in the middle between, the economies and compromises should be 

broken down. After examination, the outcomes should be incorporated and effects of different arrangements 

evaluated according to the point of view helpful for the whole store network. Such investigation requires 

viable and effective correspondence, and cross-practical comprehension. This can be empowered by 

instruction and preparing, alongside turning innovation. 

 

CONCLUSION: 

In end to our discoveries and our undertaking, the stock administration framework is useful for the essential 

overseeing needs of an organization engaged with the area of basic food item buy like general stores and so 

on. The framework is liable for monitoring the items in the stock. It gives a thought regarding what is the 

amount and how much every item costs. 
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Stock administration essentially saves season of the client by permitting them to utilize current innovation 

into their own subject matter. It diminishes the conditions of each other and empowers the associations to 

plan their activities without getting subject to one another. It assists with using individuals and materials 

sensibly. It controls show of the items and administrations gave to the comparing clients. 
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